
A cross-company contact directory
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Collaboration between companies is the key to success



This starts with the ability to easily find and contact each other



This is often harder than it should be



Introducing



Step 1: Connect your corporate address book



Step 2: Put the users from the different companies in the same group



Step 3. Search your Federated Directory



1. Connect your corporate address book



Your current corporate address book is the source

Push the contacts from your current address 
book to your Federated Directory

Find us in the marketplaces of:

● Microsoft Azure AD
● Google Workspace
● Okta

Other sources can use our SCIM 2.0 
compliant API.

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/aad.federateddirectory?tab=Overview
https://workspace.google.com/marketplace/app/federated_directory/764021467860
https://www.okta.com/integrations/federated-directory/
https://help.federated.directory/developer/getting-started


Or manage your users manually

When the automated options don’t fit your 
situation, you can manage your users 
directly in Federated Directory.

● Manually
● Bulk upload with a CSV file



2. Place your users in the same group



Create a group and invite others to your group

Users in the same group are able to find 
each other's contact information.

Configure which data is shared between the 
users, during the creation of the group.

Invite users from different companies into 
one group.

A group can be very small (project) or 
contain the complete corporate address 
books of multiple companies.



Automatically add users from your company to a group

Administrators can add a “Smart Filter” to a 
group.

All users within your company, that adhere 
to this filter, will be automatically added to 
the group.

The filter is re-evaluated during every change 
on a user.

It’s the easiest way to share the contact data 
between large groups of users between 
companies.



3. Search through your Federated Directory



Search through the contact data on any device

Your users can use Federated Directory on any device. 

Installable on Windows & Android



Use advanced filters to find the right contact fast

Finding the right contacts, after combining 
the corporate address books of multiple 
companies can be a challenge.

Our advanced filters make it easy for your 
users.

Filter contacts based upon:

● Name
● Email address
● Company
● Division
● Department
● Job Title
● Manager



Enable our Outlook add in

Let your users search their entire Federated 
Directory, directly from Outlook.

Get background information from a sender.

Find this add in, in Microsoft Appsource and 
enable it for all your users.

https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-us/product/office/WA200001432


Embed our web application in your intranet

Give your users access to their 
Federated Directory, directly from your 
own internet.

Embed our responsive web application 
anywhere.

All advanced search functionality 
available.



Use our API directly in your own applications

Integrate with one API, even when your companies use different 
Office solutions.

Check out our well documented SCIM 2.0 compatible API.

https://help.federated.directory/developer/getting-started


Security and privacy



Everything is encrypted

All ‘in flight’ data encrypted. 

128-bit AES for TLS 1.2 and 
ECDHE_RSA Key Exchange Algoritme

Database platform is SSAE 16, ISO 27001, PCI DSS 
v3.0 en HIPAA compliant

DC’s conform ISO 27001, 27017, 27018, SOC 1/2/3, 
PCI DSS, CSA STAR

User authentication with Microsoft, Google or your 
company’s credentials.



We only share your data when you explicitly tell us to

We will never share or sell your data with 
another company

Only you or the administrator in your 
company can share your data

Hosted in Frankfurt

Privacy policy compliant with GDPR 
guidelines and regulations



Try us out

Sign up now

https://www.federated.directory/signup

https://www.federated.directory/signup


Let’s federate!


